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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE CHEMICAL ACTIVITIES
OF LEAVES. 
(Working Directions as Given to the Class.)
BY R. R. TURNER,
University of Illinois.
1. THE EFFECT OF LEAF-ACTIVITY UPON SURROUNDING AIR.
Two bottles of fresh air, containing leafy sprigs, are tightly
stoppered. In order to test the effect on "impure" air (contain-
ing much carbon dioxide) two’ bottles are filled with air from
the lungs (by filling first with water, then inverting an open
dish of water and blowing air through a bent tube into them).
Place leafy sprigs in them, and stopper. Two are prepared, in
order that the effect of light, if any, may be determined by car-
rying out the experiment in duplicate in the light and in the dark.
Prepare 4 "control" bottles, just exactly as above, without ti’ic
leaves.
Place one fresh air bottle with leaves, and one impure ail-
bottle with. leaves, with the corresponding "controls" in a dark
place for twenty-four hours. Place the rest of the bottles in a
bright placesunshine if possible. Test each bottle (a) for
carbon dioxide by means of a vial of lime water, (b) for support
of combustion.
Tabulate the results of the tests as follows:
^
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By comparing these results obtained with leaves and without
leaves, the effect of the leaf-activity may be found in each case.
What gas is formed, and what is used? Contrast the effect in
the dark with that in the light.
2. PRODUCTION OF GASES BY LEAF-ACTIVITY.
Observe a bit of green aquatic plant (e. g., "fish moss") in a
test-tube placed in the sunlight. Note the formation of bubbles.
(a) What is the gas? Collect some of the gas by covering
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some of the aquatic plant in the water with an inverted funnel.
Place an inverted test-tube over the stem of the funnel, to collect
the gas by displacement of water. Test with a glowing spark
after a considerable amount has been collected.
(b) What effect does light have, if any? While this is col-
lecting, find the rate of bubbling in direct sunlight by counting
bubbles for two or three minutes, recording average number
per minute. Repeat in diffuse sunlight, then in a dark corner of
the room.
(c) Do the gases dissolved in water affect the action f Test
by transferring to water which has been recently boiled. In
being heated to boiling, dissolved gases are caused to escape (the
bubbles rising before boiling begins, are gases escaping from
solution).
(d) Boiling removes all gases from the water. What would be
the effect of removing only one? What gas has been shown (1)
to be used up in leaf-activity? By adding a little limewater to
some ordinary (unboiled) water, all the dissolved carbon dioxide
may be used up. Test for the bubbling action in this water.
Conclusion’s ?
(If you suspect that limewater may injure the plant, replace it
in fresh water, and see if action continues.)
(e) What would be the effect of water containing carbon
dioxide alone in solution? Test this by using water which has
been boiled to expel all dissolved gases, and then saturated witli
carbon dioxide from a generator.
3. THE PRODUCTION OF STARCH IN THE LEAF.
The test for starch in leaves is made by treating the leaves
with a solution of iodine, after first placing them for a few sec-
onds in boiling water, then soaking in alcohol until all the green
coloring matter ("chlorophyll") is dissolved out. The presence
of starch is shown by a blue or black color, which is to be
distinguished from the brown stain of the iodine itself.
(a) What effect does light have upon starch-production?
Test for starch in two leaves, one of which has been exposed to
direct sunlight, the o’ther kept in darkness for twenty-four hours.
The effect may also be shown in a single leaf, part of which has
been shielded from the light by a covering of tin-foil, or by corks.
(b) What effect does carbon dioxide have upon starch-produc-
tion? Place a leafy sprig in a stoppered bottle containing some
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soda-lime, fitted with an exit tube to’ which a U-tube containing
soda-lime is connected. The soda-lime absorbs carbon dioxide,
and thus keeps the air about the leaves free from this constituent.
Place a similar sprig in another bottle, but leave it exposed to the
air containing carbon dioxide. After both have stood in a sunny
place for a day, test a leaf from each for starch.
(c) What is the effect of the green coloring matter in leaves
(chlorophyll) upon starch formation? Certain kinds of geran-
iums, ornamental grasses, etc., have variegated leaves; that is,
part green and part colorless. Test some leaves of this sort for
starch after exposing to light to obtain an answer to the above
question.
4. EFFECT OF COLORED LIGHT ON LEAF ACTIVITIES.
Any of the above experiments in which the effect of the light
is testednamely, 1, 2-(b), 3-(a)may be carried out in colored
light (e. g., in large bottles of colored glass). Red and green
light, especially, should be tried.
HIGH SCHOOL AND RAILROAD CO-OPERATE.
Boys in the high school at McComb City, Miss., earn from $12 to
$18 a month regularly while attending school. A plan of co-operation
has been drawn up between the high school and the Illinois Central Rail-
road, whereby the boys attend school one day and work in the railroad
shops the next, according to information received at the United States
Bureau of Education. The "student-apprentices," a’s they are called,
are paid for their work in the shops, the minimum wage being 12 cents an
hour. After four years of combined high school attendance and shop
work the boy is prepared to enter college or draw a man’s pay at his
trade.
Railroad and school authorities both agree that the plan works well.
The railroad official in charge of the boys said: "After actual tests it is
shown that the plan of co-operation between the Illinois Central Railroad
shops and the McComb City High School is not only feasible but that it
is working out in a manner entirely satisfactory. I believe it to be for
the best interest of the railroad co’mpany to fill all vacancies in the ap-
prenticeship system as far as possible with co-operative apprentices."
Superintendent Hughes, of the school system, is equally enthusiastic over
results from the school’s point of view. He believes the plan offers one
solution 6f the problem of keeping boys in school; that it fosters a boy’s
spirit of independence and satisfies his commendable ambition to get into
the game of life.
The McComb City plan is another indication of the strength of the
present movement for systematic vocational education in connectiQn with
the public schools. It is noteworthy in that it does not los’e sight of the
need for continued cultural training for the boy who may want to earn
his living in the shops.
